
Pre-cut, pre-drilled wood

Wooden strips

Nails

Screws

Sandpaper

Rubber ropes

What you will also need:

Cordless screwdriver with 
Cross-recess bit

Box cutter

Lighter
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DIY-KIT 
Wall Shelf Ropes

Our DIY wall shelf puts an end to empty walls in your home.
empty walls in your home. The shelf is available in many diffe-
rent versions and you can customise it according to your ideas. 
Here we show you how to assemble the wall shelf with ropes. So 
that you can get started at home, we have prepared a fixed 
instruction for you here! Let yourself be inspired and get creative 
together with us. Our instructions will guide both DIY experts 
and beginners to the final result. 

We are looking forward to your great result!

Watch out: We‘ve got something for your 
bare walls at home!

Follow HORST
Instagram: @horst.diy
Facebook: @horstdiy
Pinterest: @horstdiy

#Horstingathome

HORST DIY Concepts GmbH
Poppenbütteler Weg 25
22339 Hamburg
040 299 967 153
E-Mail: moin@horst.com
WWW.HORST.COM

Get more Information on our Website.

You can find more DIY-Kits at: horst.com/collections/diy-kits

What‘s included:
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Lay out all the materials in front of you and sort the boards 
and screws provided. In your DIY-Kit all the holes are 
already pre-drilled for you and the wooden boards are
cut to the right length so that you can start right away.

Let's start assembling the shelf! 
Start the corners of the shelf with two screws through the 
pre-drilled holes. Screw always in the same way: from the 
top, or bottom board into the side panels.

Now mount the inner wooden batten. Make sure
that the lowered hole points into the shelf,
as this is where you will countersink the screws for 
the wall at the end. 

Now take the rubber rope and thread it through the 
pre-drilled holes in the side panels.
Starting in one corner, thread the rope through the shelf 
to the other side and return through the hole under-
neath. Thread your way through to the last hole and 
keep tightening the elastic string.

Ready!
And with that, you've already done it!

Show us your result on Instagram. Just tag us with
@horst.diy in your post - we're excited!

This diy-Kit was packed with love in 
Hamburg Bahrenfeld

Step 4

Now all that's left is to fix it to the wall. For this
you can use the dowels supplied and screw the shelf
and fix the shelf with the screws through the holes in the
the middle strip.

Step 6

Tie the beginning and the end and cut off the remains of 
the rope with the box cutter. You can now melt the rope 
with a lighter, so that the rope does not fray at the ends, 
you can now. But be careful: hot! 
Finally, use the sandpaper supplied and sand the wood 
to your liking.

Step 5


